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Turning toward you Did you know that babies can hear sounds as early as 20 weeks into pregnancy? Yup,
even before birth, your voice is a comfortable, soothing sound for your child, and baby would rather hear you
than anyone else on the planet. Numerous research studies have shown that babies can identify their mothers
by smell alone. In one study, newborns were presented breast pads that had been saturated with human milk.
And your smellâ€”unlike the smell of other nice but unfamiliar womenâ€”is particularly comforting to baby.
Melting in your arms You have a unique ability to comfort baby. And while you might not always be able to
tell that baby prefers to hear, smell and see you, you can certainly feel the way baby relaxes in your arms when
you hold him or her. Take that as the ultimate compliment! Learning what calms baby is a process of trial and
error. In other words, baby is interacting with you! Keep the fun going by smiling back. Of course, other
people can make baby laugh. But no one knows him or her like you do. You know exactly how baby likes to
be tickled on the tummy, or that blowing in his or her face causes an eruption of laughter. After a while, baby
will figure out that you know what he or she likes, and may even begin to laugh in anticipation of your touch
or antics. Baby already knows that you care for him or her, and for a small period, he or she may worry you
might never come back. Try not to have a mom-guilt freak-out about itâ€”in time, baby will learn that you
always return. And right now, those cries signify your importance in his or her life. Checking in Older babies
are built to explore. Once baby begins to crawl, he or she will probably seem to be everywhere at once! But
have you noticed how frequently baby returns to your side? What might look like insecurity is actually a sign
of a very healthy attachment, Stavinoha explains. Plus, more from The Bump:
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thumbs up if the pies brought you here!!!

Putting a Baby up for Adoption May 5, Birthmothers who are weighing their options and thinking about
choosing parenting over adoption are facing a life-changing decision. There are millions of women who have
been and are currently in your shoes. The first thing to do is consider your options and take some time to
think. Do some soul-searching and ask yourself what the consequences of each option you have. Make a list of
pros and cons for adoption and parenting. Take as much time as you need to figure out what is the best
solution for you and your baby. Talk with your friends and family about your feelings on parenthood. Are you
ready to become a parent? This is a serious question and both your feelings and life circumstances will play a
role in the decision you make. Remember that parenting is for a lifetime and the decision affects two lives:
Ask yourself the following questions: Am I financially ready to raise a child? This is important to consider.
Will you be able to handle these expenses? What are my future goals and aspirations? Are you willing to do
that if necessary? What kind of like do I want for my child? Sometimes, a woman may choose not to parent
because she knows she will not be able to provide the life she dreams for her child. Will you have to rely on
family and friends to help? Answer these questions honestly and consider your reflections. Deciding on
adoption or parenting is not an easy choice. In the end, the decision is yours and yours alone.
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Choosing between adoption and parenting is not easy, but a list of things to think about when considering parenting a
baby might help you to find the best solution for you and your baby. The first thing to do is consider your options and
take some time to think.

We are magical so magical Our weight in gold, And we would never grow old. I heared this Song between and
but maybe it is oder. Sung by a man: Girl, want you sacrifice The Love that i give to you. On my knees i beg
you to stay let me be your man. Breaks my heart in two Fall in love with you Please help me find this Song. I
am looking to find out who sings this song from the 80s that the chorus goes like this: Those all the words I
can remember from the song. I can hear it in my head and It is a male voice and progressive rock. The words
could be crying, lying or trying in the chorus but pretty sure it is crying. I have tried googling it so many ways
and times with no luck. I hope you have better luck than me. She bought herself worth at the fine-and-dine?
Matt Jay 09 November Song goes. I should have used soundcloud for it but i didnt and i thought i kept hearing
her say either "sunk into your eyes" or "song into your eyes" so i jotted those lyrics down And i now cant find
that song anywhere I spent literally years searching for this song but to no avail. Like he can see everything
else but her! Only lyrics I remember are sort of like: She misses him but its over and shes trying to move on
blah blah. Its a soft and pretty song, obviously female singer. Thanks in advance for any help you might be
able to give me.
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I've got a cold heart, cold hands I make you want to be where I am And if you only knew my plans Oh if you only knew
who I am Normally, I'd break your heart.

Menstrual cycles are broken down into two cycles: The Ovarian Cycle The ovarian cycle happens in your
ovaries as the name suggests. It is divided into two phases: Your ovaries have follicles in them. Before
ovulation, your body releases a follicle-stimulating hormone. These hormones wake up your ovaries and
instruct them to prepare an egg. Once the egg is ready and the follicles have released the egg into your
oviduct, your body has entered the ovulation phase. If the egg is unfertilized, the luteal phase begins. The
luteal phase is the one that instructs your body to essentially remove the baby-making detritus. Menstruation,
better known as your period, is the first phase of the uterine cycle. This is where the body clears out the
unused uterine lining and unfertilized egg. From there, the body enters the proliferative phase, which is where
your body starts preparing the uterine lining all over again. This is followed by the secretory phase, which is
where progesterone is pumped into your body to prime the lining to receive a fertilized egg. Progesterone
increases your blood flow, which can raise your basal body temperature, and uterine secretions. It is often
difficult to discern whether or not a general symptom, such as fatigue or bloating, is a sign of PMS or early
pregnancy. So, now I am speaking from my own tww experience. I said I was not going to obsess or even
think about pregnancy symptoms during that time, but really when you get caught up with it, it is almost
impossible not to get involved. First of all, before I list a lot of the pregnancy symptoms that I found out about
when I was on the tww, I have to say that I also found out that a lot of women get no symptoms at all and also
a lot of the pregnancy symptoms are also the symptoms of being pre-menstrual. For me, almost every month I
felt like I had a bunch of symptoms that I did not have before I started trying to get pregnant. But really, I was
only being fooled by my mind or my body, and in the end, I was not pregnantâ€”so none of these counted. The
time that I did get pregnant, I had pretty much no symptoms at all. The only reason I knew was because my
temperature went up on the day my period was due to start it would normally go down with most people. And
if nothing else, cooking and meal prep should be welcome distractions. Is there a movie that always makes
you laugh? When was the last time you went to your favorite restaurant? Take care of yourself! Surround
yourself with your favorite people, your favorite thingsâ€”anything that makes you happy. Exercise increases
endorphins, which will help you feel happy. Sunshine is also good for you, as is fresh air. Rope your partner or
a friend into going with you. Maybe even make a picnic day of it. Go Shopping and Get Fancy Plain and
simple: Go out and buy a new outfit that you feel stunning in. And last but not least Try to Ignore Possible
Pregnancy Symptoms So the lesson that I have learned is to try to ignore anything that might be pregnancy
symptoms because they actually might not be. It could just be related to menstruation or actually to nothing at
all. I had four days of cramping, nausea, dizzy spells, and what I thought was implantation bleedingâ€”only to
have the test come back negative at the end of it all. I really had convinced myself at times that I was
pregnantâ€”I had not had these symptoms at any other time, so why were they occurring now? In the second
part of your cycle, your body produces progesterone. This can cause some symptoms like sore boobs. These
may not be pregnancy symptoms but just part of your normal cycle. However, if you do not normally get sore
boobs, then that could be a sign! Perhaps it is that our minds just play tricks on us during the tww, or maybe
we just notice more because we are taking notice. For some women, this is normal. What is the "two week
wait"? The two week wait tww is the time between ovulation and when your next cycle is due to start i. How
do I survive the two week wait? Practice your favorite forms of self-care, such as making your favorite dinner,
getting affection from your partner, partaking in your favorite exercises, or anything else that makes you
happy. What if I used in vitro fertilization IVF? IVF also has a waiting period. This is where the sperm is
injected directly into the egg in a petri dish. The fertilized egg is then deposited into the uterus. So you might
still experience the tww. Have you had what you thought were pregnancy symptoms only to have a negative
test result?
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When you think I'm thinking of you, I think you're thinking of me. Thinking of you and not just because work is boring. At
this very moment, someone is thinking of you ok, it's me! (Ah, the subtlety of these Thinking of You Messages can
sometimes work like a charm.) Your online absence makes me think you may have gotten a life. I'm concerned.

Is my ex thinking about me? After a recent break up a couple of months ago, I was shattered all over again.
We had a happy relationship, but our lives were too different to see a future together. A week passed by, and I
felt better. Does he want to get back with me? But I just had to know whether he was thinking about me. I
logged into facebook on an early Saturday morning and feverishly typed his name. Hmmâ€¦ Perhaps, he was
waiting for me to announce the news to the world. No news from him. I googled his blog and saw that he had
posted something lame about the weather being too down and mellow. Whoa, wait a minute, the weather was
down and mellow?! It was the middle of summer and the days have been bright and sunny. Was he trying to
say something to me here? Was he feeling bad and sad after the breakup? I smiled to myself, and almost
instantly remembered that I was still in pain. I kept visiting his blog several times that day, it felt good to read
his gloomy weather post. My hands were itching to comment something, and I just had to do it. I used an alias
and commented about how I felt the same about the weather. He would never know it was me. Not in a
million years. An eventful Saturday The day passed by uneventfully and I watched a couple of depressing
movies that made me feel worse. By late afternoon, I was even more depressed. I decided to go out and spend
some time with my friends. I missed him so much, it had been a week since I had heard from him. I know we
were never meant to be, but I just missed hearing his voice. As I walked down a calm and pleasant street
dotted with trees and sun kissed leaves, I missed him even more. I walked up to a payphone and decided to
call him anonymously. He answered his phone and my mouth spread into a wide grin. I felt like a little girl
calling her crush up. He hung up after a few seconds. Is it love or lust? I felt better, and I saw a gazillion things
that I wanted to gift him. But I brushed the thought aside. Later that night, I missed him more than I had all
week since the break up. What to do with old love letters? He had responded to my song with another song.
Yeah, he definitely is! Furiously, I started shuffling through my playlist and found another song I liked. I
updated my facebook status. I was so excited. I checked out his blog, but there was no response to my
comment. But there was something going on between us in Facebook. And I liked it! A painful Sunday I woke
up early and checked his facebook page. There was no update and that annoyed me. I felt miserable again. Is
my ex thinking about me no more? Could he have moved on? Ugh, I got back into bed. I checked out his blog
several times and googled his name every few hours. Googling an ex â€” Online obsessions] I got a call a few
times, and I heard no one on the other end. I was ridiculously happy. This felt just as worse as the break up, I
was reliving the pain every now and then with sporadic bursts of bliss. The week ahead â€” Is my ex thinking
about me now? I was addicted to facebook, because there was no other way to hear from my ex. The next few
days saw me jumping with ecstasy and hitting rock bottom with anger and pain. I was confused, and infused
with happiness and sadness at the same time. It was a strange experience. I found myself stalking his facebook
page more and more often, until it turned into an obsession. All of a sudden, I was more obsessed and in love
with my ex than I ever was. I just wanted him back. He was beaming and I was blushing. And before we knew
it, we were hugging each other and I felt like I was in a warm pillow, ready to sink into blissful dreams. I was
happy and he was happy. The secret law of attraction in love ] We got home together and got back together
that evening. Moving on with my life Life was exceptionally good. Well, at least for a month or so. The same
problems we experienced at the start started cropping up all over again, and life was more painful than I could
remember. We ended up breaking up again, and this time around, I took him off my friends list in facebook.
We had broken up for a reason, because we were incompatible with each other. After all, we were in love for a
while. But that really was no reason to get back because we were just not happy in love. Almost always, failed
romances never do work out a second time around. This is dumb, but all lovers who miss their ex end up
doing this, or at least dream of doing this. This is one of the boons and banes of social networking. Your ex
can be discreet and yet, say a lot. But be wary of this because stalking around a facebook page or twitter feed
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can turn into a painful obsession. Big chances are, your ex will be lingering around your blog waiting to hear
the next big thing in your life. But stay firm, and remember why you broke up in the first place. Does this
happen often? I just wasted a few good months looming over an ex, caught between intense moments of
happiness and pain, and it all led back to the same ending all over again. So rather than listening to your
finicky feelings, remember the people who hurt you and keep your feelings as far away as you can from them.
Liked what you just read? Jessica Dawson is guilty of using way more emojis than are necessary, and is a
lover of all things British. Follow Jessica on Facebook.
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I don't know if anyone will know this song, but I heard it on the radio a few years ago, and all I can remember is that it
was kind of older punk sounding, but I remember looking it up, and it was made within the last 10 years I think, and the
only lyric I kind of remember is "I bought us tickets to (rock or punk band name)" or something along.

Headaches, Increased Urination, and Cramps 1. Spotting and Cramping When It Happens: So if you have a
period that is early and much lighter than normal sometimes implantation bleeding is described as just a few
drops of blood , you could still be pregnant. This is sometimes a sign that the egg has implanted itself into the
uterine wall. How Common Is It: Implantation is when the now-fertilized egg burrows into the uterine wall. It
happens one or two days after the embryo gets to the uterus, which is typically about five to seven days after
ovulation and fertilization. On average, implantation is nine days after ovulation and fertilization, with a range
between six and twelve days. Some light cramping can accompany the bleeding, which can last from three
hours up to three days. Breast tenderness can start as early as one or two weeks after conception. In fact, this is
often one of the first signs of pregnancy. In addition, the breasts may become larger or feel swollen or heavier.
The areola area around the nipple may also darken. Increased blood flow to your breasts makes your boobs
swollen and painful to touch. Over the course of your pregnancy, you could gain up to two cup sizes, with the
extra bulk coming from milk, extra fatty tissue, and blood. Every woman will experience breast tenderness
though the degree and timeline might differ. For some, it might only last a week and for others, it might last
the whole first trimester. Some women notice changes in their breasts as soon as a day or two after conception,
though this is not common. Changes in size or shape, heaviness, tingling, or soreness are all typical sensations.
A distinguishing point from regular PMS tenderness is the darkening of the areola as early as one or two
weeks after conception, but especially around the fourth week , and you might start seeing blue veins in your
breasts as well. Prickling and tingling are other words that have been used to describe the changes in your
breasts. How to Deal With It: Wearing a bra to bed might help ease the pain as well. Though your larger twins
might look enticing to your partner, make sure you let them know that they are welcome to look, but touching
should be kept to a minimum. Fatigue When It Happens: Fatigue can start as early as one week after
conception, though most women really start feeling it after about two weeks. Fatigue is caused by a number of
factors. One of them is the change in hormone levels that starts soon after conception. This is one of the most
common symptoms of being pregnant, and coincidentally, also one of the most common symptoms of being a
parent! Many women feel very tired during pregnancy, especially the first few months. Fatigue can be a
symptom of many other things, but if you feel ungodly tired combined with any other signs listed here, you
should take a pregnancy test. Rest when you can. Take naps if your body calls for them, and sleep for as long
as you need to. Nausea When It Happens: Usually, the symptoms taper off after the first trimester. This is just
one of those lovely pregnancy mysteries that we get to experience! Nausea can occur with or without vomiting
and is often worse on an empty stomach. However, it can happen at any time of day. If you find yourself sick
for no apparent reason, you may be pregnant. This is often the sign movies and television shows use to
indicate that a character is pregnant. You can manage morning sickness by eating small meals throughout the
day instead of three large ones. Morning sickness tends to be worse on an empty stomach, so eat a couple
crackers before bedtime. Also, keep track of what sets off your nausea and what soothes it. When you know
what makes you hurl, you can try to avoid it. For some women, ginger ale and saltines work wonders. Many
women find that bland, carb-rich foods are safe, like pretzels and crackers. Cold treats like popsicles and
watermelon also help. Common wisdom dictates avoiding spicy and fatty foods which do enough to cause
trouble even without a baby on the way , but sometimes these are the only foods that spell relief for some
women. Missed Period Normally, two weeks after conception, or whenever you were supposed to be getting
your period. When an egg is fertilized, however, the body keeps the lining and adds to it! This is another
almost universal sign of pregnancy. Most women skip their period, but occasionally rarely , women do have
bleeding early in their pregnancy. Continued bleeding, however, is not normal and should be brought up with
a doctor. There are many reasons for missing a period, including stress, illness, extreme weight gain, anorexia,
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or discontinuing use of hormone contraceptives birth control pills, patches, etc. WebMD However, missing
your period is also one of the surest signs that you may be pregnant. Tracking your menstrual cycle is a good
way to know when to expect your period. Frequent Urination When It Happens: This helps your
waste-disposal system to be more efficient, which unfortunately means more trips to the bathroom. Most
women will experience an increased need to go to the bathroom throughout their entire pregnancy, though like
everything the scale of the change will depend on the woman. Typically, the need is worse in the first and
third trimesters. Long before you start to show, or perhaps even before you know that you are pregnant, your
uterus is getting larger. Fluids begin to increase in your body as the womb gets ready to make a comfortable
home for the baby. This added burden puts physical pressure on the bladder, plus the extra fluids in the body
all have to be processed through the kidneys and bladder. In addition to the hormonal changes described
above, this combination makes you need to use the bathroom a lot! If you find that you seem to need to run to
the bathroom more frequently than usual, it could be a sign that you are pregnant. You have enough trouble as
it is! Some women find that double-voiding is helpful, where you go to the bathroom and empty your bladder,
then wait a second, and do it again. Bloat When It Happens: The body has started to produce the hormone
progesterone, which helps slow down digestion and allow nutrients from foods you eat more time to enter
your bloodstream and reach your baby. Almost every woman experiences some digestive issues during their
pregnancy, though not everyone experiences it in the first few weeks. Many women find their pants feel snug
early into pregnancy because the waistline can expand quickly with bloating. Of course there are a lot of
reasons you may feel bloated, and this is one of those symptoms that you are likely to notice in conjunction
with another sign. Gassiness might also be a common theme throughout your pregnancy as hormones slow
down the digestive tract and wreak havoc on your body in general. Keep a food diary of the foods you eat and
your levels of gas discomfort, then, make some changes if you need to. Mood Swings When It Happens: The
rollercoaster can start going up about two weeks after conception around the time of your missed period. You
might mistake this for your normal PMS symptoms. Most women, however will probably get more mood
swings around the 6th week of pregnancy four weeks after your missed period. Your body is being flooded
with hormones that can make you feel unusually emotional or weepy. Mood swings are most noticeable in the
first twelve weeks of being pregnant. All throughout pregnancy, but especially at the start, hormone levels will
be fluctuating. If you find yourself laughing, crying, and shouting all in the same breath, you may not be
crazy. You may just be pregnant. Go easy on yourself. Try to get plenty of sleep and communicate your needs
to your social network and your partner. If your body temperature stays elevated about a half degree or so for
two weeks after the increase that indicates ovulation, then you could be pregnant. After the release of the egg
during ovulation, BBT increases by about half a degree in almost all women. This is caused by progesterone,
which is secreted by the ovary after ovulation. The hormone also causes the preparation of a uterine lining for
a possible pregnancy. Body temp stays higher about a half of a degree until right before menstruation, when it
returns to normal. The rise in body temp is nearly universal. Tracking BBT, however, is a little difficult and is
not fool-proof. Increased smell and taste sensitivity can start three or four weeks after conception. At first,
however, you could just have an increased appetite. This could also easily be a decreased appetite depending
on your level of nausea. Things that used to smell or taste good to you may make you feel nauseous. Some
women even experience a metallic taste. The way you relate to smells and tastes can vary from being slightly
altered, to being completely changed. If you find that your favorite hair gel suddenly makes you want to
vomit, you may be pregnant.
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Never hesitate knowin' you can call on, your soul-mate And vice versa, dats why I be the firsta See Jacob and frost your
wrist up Now you owe me, I know you're tired of being lonely.

The following is a simple yet surprisingly effective procedure we have devised to find a song when you do not
know the band or song name. Your first search will draw from the voluminous Usenet archives, which contain
one of the largest repositories of searchable song fragments available on the Internet. Write down the most
unique words and phrases of whatever song fragments you remember. To jog your memory, brainstorm on the
following: The "who" could include the singer, the person s to whom the song may be addressed, the subject
of the song e. Try to remember any first names, surnames, nicknames, titles, and proper nouns. The "what"
could include any objects, ideas, concepts, or events that may be central to the theme or otherwise contribute
in some way to the story line. The possibilities here are endless, e. The "where" could include a geographical
place e. The "when" could include the time of day e. The "why" could include an expression of love, a social
commentary, or a lament about a relationship gone sour. Look for words and phrases that are unusual or that
stand out in any way. Verify correct spellings and also allow for all possible alternate spellings including
misspellings. The following are alternate representations of some common words and phrases as often found
in pop tunes: Select " messages" for number of results to display. If your initial search results are meager, cut
and paste your word set in the "with at least one of the words" field, leaving "music" in the "with all of the
words" field. If you are getting too many hits and cannot find your song on the first page of search results,
narrow your search using one of the methods below as appropriate. To speed things up, you can use the search
box at the top of the first page of search results. If you carried out Step 6, remove any ORs between words as
necessary. To be systematic, you might want to try removing one OR at a time between those words you are
most certain about until your search results have shrunken down to a reasonable size. Pick a group of words
that occurs as a phrase in your song if there is one and enclose it in quotes. By default, Google ignores
common words such as I, was, in, and a. If the phrase "I love you" is entered as given here even when
surrounded by quotes, "I" will be ignored. To force a match on the entire phrase as is, enter it as follows: It is
generally best to experiment with one permutation at a time. As you try different combinations, you can weed
out any words that you may discover to be incorrect. If your first word set does not yield satisfactory results,
try a new set or change one or more words in your original set. Repeat Steps until you either find your song
hurray! If you have not yet found your song, go to the Google Advanced Search form. Repeat Steps as
described above but do not enter the word "music" in the "with all of the words" field. Note that you can now
enter up to 10 words from your song rather than 9 as instructed above. If you have no luck using the above
procedures but think you might be able to guess what the title might be e. Search the following web sites by
song title: Click on either the "Commercial 78s, 45s, and Cassettes" or "Music Only" links under "Special
Search Screens" on the right hand side and enter a song title in the search form. Go to MusicStack and enter a
song title in the "Title" field. For long titles, enter only the first words. Go to eBay and click on the "Smart
Search" link under the search box. Under "Search in Categories" select "Music. Go to the Google Advanced
Search form. Please see our reading list for book title information. The weekly surveys for these and other old
radio stations are available courtesy of Oldiesloon and can also be searched via Google. If you cannot
remember the band or song name, a perusal of old surveys from the radio station s you used to listen to may
help to jog your memory. To see if any weekly surveys from your radio station s are available online, go to the
Google Advanced Search form and enter the following: In the "with all of the words" field, enter "survey"
without the quotes. In the "with the exact phrase" field, enter the radio station name e. Narrow your search by
entering at least one year e. If the above yields no results, then repeat your search on Google Groups. If you
can remember or guess either the band or song name, then we recommend the following: In the "with the exact
phrase" field, enter either the band or song name. Narrow your search by entering at least one year in the "with
at least one of the words" field. Repeat your search on Google Groups as necessary. Please see our reading list
for book title information and descriptions. Also, eBay offers old radio surveys from time to time. The best
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way to find them is to go to eBay and enter the 3- or 4-letter radio station name into the search box. If you just
want to try to fill in missing information for your song, then see our list of other online resources. We
recommend you carefully peruse song listings not only for the year in which you first remember hearing your
song but also those from both the year before and the year after to cover all bases. As you peruse the song
lists, you may encounter some unfamiliar titles. To see if any of them may be the song you are looking for or
to rule them out , you can listen to clips of these songs which can be found by going to amazon. The following
web sites have a wealth of information for oldies music lovers and collectors: Click on either the "Commercial
78s, 45s, and Cassettes" or "Music Only" links under "Special Search Screens" on the right hand side to access
the search form. Here, you can verify a song title and obtain other information such as performing artist s ,
B-side song, record label, and songwriter s. MusicStack - MusicStack is a marketplace made up of thousands
of music stores, both small and large and not all online. US Copyright Office Online - This is another valuable
and often overlooked resource for verifying a song title and finding its songwriter s. You can also find
complete lists of all copyrighted works by a performing artist or songwriter. Under "Resources," click on the
"Search Copyright Records" link. Here, you will find an astronomical collection of sound recordings of all
types with record label and other information. Click on the "Advanced Search" tab to access the Advanced
Search form. For each title, you can find the names of the songwriters and the names, contact persons,
addresses and, in most cases, phone numbers of publishers to contact if you want to use the work. Click on the
"Repertory Search" button to access their database. All Music Guide AMG - This web site also offers a wealth
of song title information and is especially useful if the only information you have about a song is the album on
which it is included. The AMG web site can be searched by band or song name, album title, or record label.
For example, valuable information as found on old record jackets is searchable through their web site. Google
Groups - Here, you can access the Usenet archives which have a goldmine of useful information for music
hobbyists. For example, see above for ways to use the Usenet archives to find long-lost tunes from
half-forgotten song fragments. Google - All of the above web sites are fine examples of what can be found via
the "hidden" Internet not normally accessible by search engines. By far, the best search engine to round out
your search is Google. Often, if you choose your search terms even halfway right, the results you are looking
for will magically "float" right to the top.
Chapter 8 : How to React to an Ugly Baby: 9 Steps (with Pictures) - wikiHow
[Liam:] Baby I, I wanna know What you think when you're alone Is it me yeah? Are you thinking of me yeah? We've
been friends now for a while I wanna know that when you smile.

Chapter 9 : 14 Early Signs of Pregnancy and How Your Stomach Feels | WeHaveKids
Your baby's ability to hear is in large part the foundation of his ability to learn. A hearing screening is the most important
early way to tell if a baby's hearing is impaired, but parents and other caregivers also need to be alert for warning signs.
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